The New Yorker Hotel, JBS conference center October 24-27, 2002
We are pleased to tell you about our Conference arrangements with the New Yorker Hotel.
This classic hotel was opened in 1930 and was then the largest hotel in the world with
2500 rooms. It went through various boom anobust periods but starting in 1994 has been
systematically renovated and is now part of the Ramada Hotel chain. This hotel has three
excellent features for our purposes:
A superb location wtthin a block of Penn S_tation and near Macy's, the Empire State Building and .
Madison Square Garden, at 481 Eighth Avenue (at 34th Street) and thus on subway and bus lines directly
to Times Square, Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center;
Excellent amenities for a conference including the elegant Grand Ballroom with room for up to 300
participants and excellent acoustics;
Comfortable but affordable rooms: We have reservations.for 100 rooms in the (renovated) tower af a
special conference rate of $155 (single)/165(double) per night, and for 10 rooms in the more upscale
Tower suites at $225 per night. ·

You can get more information on this hotel by visiting www.newyorker.com, and you can
reserve a room either via the website or by telephoning +212-971-0101 or +800-764-4680.
To get the conference rate, you should explain that you're part of the "BjorlingSociety
Conference" (keep "Jussi" out of it!). You can feel_free to make your reservations (without
fear of cancellation penalties until 48 hours before your reservation date) at any time.
Keep in mind that there may well be ·a special "preconference" event (on some aspect of
Jussi in Sweden) the evening of October 23, that the conference activities at the New
Yorker itself begin on the morning of October 24 and end with a banquet on October 26,
and that there may well be an interesting JBS program during the afternoon of October 27,
before the Tucker Gala concert.

· More on JBS's "Che gelida O.D." CD (continued from p. 4)
Here we must give special credit to Toby Hekler,the true guiding genius of this "One
tenor, one aria x 15" project: Toby conceived the project in part as a fundraiser to help
shore up the finances of JBS-USA, and has underwritten production expenses of the CD.
In addition, Bill Clayton has produced the labels and inserts and underwritten some
publishing expenses. They specifically ~anted to keep costs low, and to make the project
a perq of membership in JBS, so the CD is offered first to members of the JB Societies in
the USA, UK and Scandinavia:
If you would like to order one or more copies, send a contribution of $15 for each CD,
either as check to the JB Society drawn to some US bank, or international money order, or
cash, to Mickey Dove, 109 Melrose Rd., Broad Brook, CT, 06016 USA.
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A Remarkable New CD by and for Members of JBS
A spirited discussion on the Bjorling e-list last Sll!IlIIler has led to a concrete result: A CD
titled "Jussi Bjorling sings 'Che gelida manina,...:_'' and what an understatement that title
contains! In fact, the CD contains fifteen ( 15) performances of this one aria by this one ·
tenor, possibly the first time any group has produced such a demented project.
The first recording is from 1936 (the famous one coupled with "Celeste Aida" on an EMI 78 rpm disk, ·
number 87 in th_e "Jussi Bjorling Phonography," by Harald Henrysson, hereafter referred to as HHP);
#2 is from the continually astonishing 1939 Hilversum radio concert (HHP 3902f);
#3 is in Swedish (Sa kall ni ar om handen), excerpted from a 1940 live broadcast of Act 1 of Boheme at
. Stockholm's Royal Opera House (HHP4001);
#4 is from a Swedish Radio broadcast of 194l(HHP 4102a);
#5 is a coup: this is previously unpublished, listed in HHP only as 4503?a since this version had not
been found by 1993 when HHP was published; it's from the October 1945 nationwide radio broadcast of
the Ford Sunday Evening Hour from Detroit;
·
·
#6 is excerpted from the live Met radio broadcast of December 29, 1945 (HHP 4506);
#7 is from the 1949 Hollywood Bowl broadcast concert (HHP 4904d);
#8 is from the 1949 Standard Hour radio concert from San Francisco (HHP 4906a), complete with ·
announcer and hoopla over Anna-Lisa; note the elegant phrasing and laserlike, rock-steady high C;
#9 is from a November 1949 Bell Telephone Hour broadcast (HHP 4907c);
#10 is the 1951 studio recording for RCA (HHP 176); ·
#11 is from the January 1956 TV concert "Producer's Showcase" (HHP 5601a), complete with Charles
Laughton's wishes for himself as a man vis-a-vis Jussi's tenorial sound;
#12 is from the complete commercial recording by RCA (HHP 211);
#13 is from a July 1956 Grona Lund open-air concert (HHP 5604e);
#14 is from the September 1957 complete Boheme in Malmo (HP 5705);
#15 is from the April 1959 Atlanta recital (HP 5903r).

In fact, listening to the entire CD is an engrossing experience in observation of the
maturing of a great artist, one whos~ vocal means permitted him the interpretive freedom
to vary his performances of a famously difficult aria .to fit changing circumstances and
mood. Just try to find a personal favorite from these performances, spanning 23 years!
This project began with discussions between Toby and Karl Hekler, Harald Henrysson, Greg Fitzmaurice,
Bill Clayton, Stan Zison, John Gunn and other members of the Bjorling e-list; the CDs and notes were
produced by Toby Hekler with help from Greg and John, and the labels and inserts were prepared by Bill
Clayton. JBS is especially grateful to Harald for making available to us the previously unpublished #5.
Scholium. Four additional recordings are known to exist: 3707a has been available on a number of
pirate LPs, but 3703e, 4501a, 5104a are unpublished (as with several other unpublished Bjorling items,
they can be heard at the JB Museum in Borlange). For now, fifteen w.ill have to suffice!

For information on bow to get this CD for yourself, see page 3.
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